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For more information visit our privacy policy. With pure MotoGP blood, a crossplane engine,
short wheelbase chassis and high-tech electronics, the YZF-R1 is ready to take your riding
experience to a whole new level. Developed on the same racing DNA as its elder brother,
YZF-R1 doesn't shy away from flaunting its massive power of hp, perfect weight of kg and a mm
wheelbase. But it's what you can't see that makes it all the more special. The Inertial
Measurement Unit constantly senses chassis motion in 3D, creating controllability over traction,
slides, front wheel lift, braking and launches. The compact chassis features a magnesium rear
frame, long swingarm and track developed racing ABS for outstanding handling. What's more,
the suspension and magnesium wheels are designed to race and undoubtedly make this bike a
serious contender. It's not a machine. It's your opportunity to discover your true potential. I
understand. Cutting-Edge Crossplane Engine The YZF-R1 is powered by a cc, crossplane,
4-cylinder, 4-valve engine that develops hp - without ram air pressurisation. Lightweight
Titanium Exhaust and Midship Muffler For peak power and strong linear torque, the crossplane
engine is equipped with a lightweight exhaust system. A servomotor controlled exhaust valve
adjusts gas flow for enhanced response and stronger engine output, while the compact mid
ship muffler contributes towards mass centralization and emits a unique growl. Fresh air is
force fed into the electronically activated Yamaha Chip Controlled Intake YCC-I funnels that
adjust their length to match engine rpm for optimum power characteristics, to give high levels
of useable performance. High-Compression Cylinder Head and Lightweight Internals To achieve
optimal performance the engine uses a high compression cylinder head featuring a pent roof
combustion chamber with large diameter intake and exhaust valves. And for instant response
with high power and strong linear torque, the YZF-R1 is equipped with titanium con rods and
forged aluminium pistons. UBS inhibits unwanted rear-end motion during braking by activating
the rear brake when the front brake is applied, with force distribution based on the bike's
attitude and lean angle. Compact LED headlights on either side of the air intake emphasise the
race-ready look, while twin LED running lights give this superbike a truly unique face.
Magnesium Wheels, Aluminium Fuel Tank The YZF-R1's large wheels are manufactured from
magnesium in order to minimise unsprung weight for responsive suspension performance - and
the beautifully crafted litre fuel tank is made from aluminium. Please click here for detailed
specifications. Compact Deltabox Chassis The aluminium Deltabox frame features a long
upward-truss type swingarm and magnesium rear frame, underlining the R1's strong YZR-M1
racebike heritage. The short mm wheelbase chassis and the R1's low wet weight of just kg give
the YZF-R1 a high level of agility and responsiveness for outstanding race and track
performance. The multi-function display shows a wide range of data is shown in full colour,
making all the information easy to understand. Track-Developed Suspension The 43mm fully
adjustable KYB forks use a large diameter 25mm front axle for a planted feel - while the carefully
balanced relationship between the pivot axis, drive sprocket axis and swingarm length give
stable, precise and efficient handling performance during acceleration, braking and cornering.
By giving seamless full throttle upshifts and quicker downshifts, the QSS helps to maintain
chassis stability for higher levels of controllability - and also reduces the physical and mental
input required by the rider. Overall length mm Overall width mm Overall height mm Seat height
mm Wheelbase mm. Minimum ground clearance mm Wet weight including full oil and fuel tank
kg Fuel tank capacity 17 litres Oil tank capacity 3. Model Comparison. Explore Other Models.
Yamaha's Manufacturing. The Yamaha YZF-R1 is still considered, despite its nearly year-old
history, as one of the greatest Japanese supersports to ever hit the market. The biggest change
between the years is that the cc inline-four, which still throws out HP and 83 lb-ft of torque, has
been updated to comply with Euro5 emissions specifications. This means a slightly reshaped
intake and a slightly less muffled exhaust are the major differences. The anti-skid, anti-wheelie,
and stability control systems all have the new maps applied, and models can get the new maps
during a service. Almost all the fairings are carbon fiber or composite, the vaunted GPS tracking
Yamaha Communications Control Unit returns so you can log all your track data. Lastly, both
motorcycles have a newly updated Yamaha Launch Control System. Utilizing the engine control
unit, traction control, and lift control system systems combined, it allows for lightning fast
starts from the line. With the R1M, sub 2. From Yamaha. By equalizing inertial forces at the
crankshaft, the CP4 motor delivers a direct feeling of linear torque, giving the rider the ultimate
connection between throttle grip and the rear wheel. The cylinder block is also offset from the
crankshaft, reducing friction loads on the pistons and bores. High-Performance Intake System
The cylinder head, intake system, fuel injectors and airbox work together to enhance
part-throttle performance. And by creating a smaller and shorter intake tract, new injectors are
able to spray fuel directly against the intake valves for improved fuel atomization. Refined
Rocker-Arm Valvetrain Compact rocker-arm valve actuation uses optimized geometry to allow
for larger valve lift than conventional cam-driven systems while using lower cam lobes and

reduced spring pressure to reduce friction losses. Titanium Exhaust System The R1 is equipped
with a muffler and heat shields manufactured primarily from lightweight titanium. The compact
midship muffler also centralizes mass low in the frame and as close to the center of the
machine as possible for optimal handling. Compact Stacked Transmission A 6-speed
transmission features close-ratio gearing to best match the high-revving engine. The adjustable
BC system uses the IMU to provide progressive brake force intervention as lean angle increases
which boosts rider confidence when braking mid-corner. Supersport Braking Components The
YZF-R1 features 4-piston radial-mounted front calipers riding on big mm rotors for excellent
stopping power, with a high-friction pad compound, all supported by a mm rear disc and
compact floating caliper. The ABS hydraulic unit is light and compact, and the high-quality
braided stainless steel front lines provide firm yet responsive control feel. The shim-stack
damping pistons improve road feel under aggressive conditions. All adjustments are also made
on the top of the fork legs for simplified tuning. Internal settings are also revised to match the
upgraded front fork. Race-Ready Magnesium Wheels spoke cast magnesium wheels
significantly lower rotational mass compared to conventional aluminum cast alloy rims,
reducing unsprung weight for quick direction changes and responsive handling. The motor
mounts use the engine as a stressed member of the frame for optimal rigidity balance and
fantastic cornering performance on the race track. Aluminum Fuel Tank The aluminum alloy fuel
tank weighs in at a full 3. Sleek Styling The YZF-R1 features bodywork to create an aerodynamic
profile, with stylish lines that give a sleek and integrated design. All-LED Lighting LED
headlights are both lightweight and compact, allowing for a more streamlined design of the
front cowling with excellent visibility. The lights deliver a broad spread of illumination. LED
front turn signals are integrated into the mirrors for improved aerodynamics while the LED tail
light is stylish and highly visible. It features both street mode and a track mode that focuses on
performance information, such as YRC settings including EBM and BC systems , a zoomed-in
view of the tachometer in the upper rpm range, a lap timer, gear position indicator and speed.
As before, YCC-T precisely senses throttle input by the rider and actuates the throttle valves to
actively control intake volume, allowing for cutting-edge computerized engine management but
in a lighter package. By actively adjusting the length of the intact system based on engine
speed, the CP4 engine is able to provide a broad spread of power across the rpm range. The
EBM system offers three levels of engine brake force to allow smoother corner entry. Power
Delivery Mode PWR PWR mode lets the rider adjust engine response to best match their
preferences and riding conditions, adjusting throttle feel, responsiveness and overall power.
The PWR system offers four settings of progressive power delivery. The TCS offers ten separate
settings enabling the rider to dial in the exact level of control needed. The SCS features four
settings to suit rider preferences and track conditions. The LCS offers three setting levels to
adjust engine control and output. Full-throttle upshifts maximize forward drive under power,
while the ECU precisely matches engine speed while downshifting for nearly instantaneous
gear changes with minimal chassis disruption. The QSS can be adjusted between three settings
with independent downshift function control. Every aspect of this unique engine is built to thrill.
Sharp, Sleek Styling The YZF-R1 features sleek bodywork to create an aerodynamic profile, with
an integrated and harmonious design. Next Level R-Series Evolution Yamaha engineers
combined feedback from tracks around the world to set the bar even higher. The electronic
systems boost rider confidence and control while the engine, suspension, brakes and
aerodynamics complete the package. About the author Simon Bertram The faster it goes, the
more Simon likes it. Cars, motorcycles, computers, rockets He's an avid sim racer it keeps him
sane during Calgary's 6-month off-season and is thinking it's time to upgrade his ride. Then
again, isn't it always? Your email address will not be published. Sign Up Today Get all the best
motorcycle news, reviews and deals delivered to your inbox weekly. About the author. No
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Motorcycles. Find A Product Search for:. Reliable and unbiased advice here. Make Smart
Decisions Product Buying Guides In-depth guides to help riders understand what to look for,
how to weigh options and make good buying decisions. This website uses cookies to ensure
you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these
cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. Post Ad Log In. All Categories 13 Vehicles Price Set. Top
Sites cycletrader. Clear Apply. Offered 13 Wanted. Create Alert. You expect that. What you
wouldn t have expected until now is a radically superior way to deliver that power. Introducing
the YZF-R1, the first ever production motorcycle with a c WE R1. Featuring next-generation
R-Series styling, sophisticated electronic control, supersport braking and suspension
performance and a high-performance crossplane engine. Several very similar results were not
displayed. Show All. Always stored indoors, and gets baby talked every few days. ProTaper
bars installed the week I purchased. Fork seals were done in Dec ' This was the 'back-up' for

several years, if the r was down I'd hop on this. No hard racing or hairscrambles. Very low
hours. Cranks first kick everytime It included an oil change, battery replacement, rear tire
replacement, footrest replacement, and a left side mirror replacement. The motorcycle is overall
in good condition, with minor scratches on the frame sliders, left-hand grip, clutch lever,
right-hand grip, and the exhaust. Features may include: Latest Generation Crossplane
Crankshaft Engine The potent cc inline 4-cylinder engine features the same Crossplane Call or
text us today at Features may include: Sleek R-Series Stylin Your Listing Here. Post Ad. Talking
about the technical specifications, Yamaha R1 Standard houses engine whereas Yamaha R1M
Standard engine displacement is Hide Common Features. View Discounted Paket. Yamaha R1.
Yamaha R1M. Add another motor. Yamaha Indonesia. R1 Price. R1M Price. Engine View Head
Light View. Technical Sp
2001 dodge durango headlight replacement
blue lincoln ls
trailer wiring adapter 7 pin to 4 way flat
ecifications. Oil Tank Capacity 3. Differentiating Features. Height Adjustable Seats. Yamaha R6.
R1 vs R6. Kawasaki Ninja ZXR. R1 vs Ninja ZXR. R1 vs Brutale RR. Kawasaki Ninja H2. R1M vs
Ninja H2. R1M vs S RR. Ducati Diavel. R1M vs Diavel. MV Agusta F4. R1M vs F4. The closest
thing ever to a street-legal Ducati Panigale v Yamaha R1 06 Okt, mins. Please fill in your details.
Our partner sales executives will call you with your offer choices. Please provide the details
below. We only ask these once and your details are safe with us. Do you own a car? Book a test
drive or a visit at home. Which is your preferred time slot? Get finance quotes with quick
approval and low EMI. Select Date. Tomorrow Day After Custom Date. Select Time. Verify Via
WhatsApp. I will buy a bike in. Preferred mode of buying. Income Range. Do you own a house?
Select your city to start search. R1 Colors. R1M Colors. Petrol Petrol Bikes in Indonesia. Sport
Sport Bikes in Indonesia. Dual Stepped. Delta Box. Dual Disc.

